In this study, we describe updates made recently to the photochemical (section 2.1) and new features of the fast N kinetic model (section 2.2) incorporating new processes or revised cross sections. In particular, we present a new calculation of the relaxation cross section of fast N atoms in N2 and its implication in the reaction efficiency of Nf(4$) with O2 (section 2.3). Section 4 discusses the results of the new nitrogen atom distribution function and its impact on the NO density at low and high solar activity levels.
Hot N(4S) Photochemistry and Kinetics Models and Their Updates
The model calculations were made using the following procedure:
1.) The detailed processes of XUV and soft X ray absorption and the subsequent kinetics of fast photoelectrons are calculated using the kinetic model described by Shematovich et at. [1991, 1992] . This model includes excitation, dissociation, and direct, dissociative and Auger ionization processes induced by the photon and electron fluxes. For the photoelectron flux calculations, we use an energy grid extending from thermal energies up to 1000 eV, and we consider energy deposition of the cascade electrons. 
Energy Dependent N(4S) Relaxation Cross Sections
The most uncertain quantity in predicting the con- Table I for a range of initial translational energies (in the laboratory coordinate system) from 0.075 to 3 eV.
Although the inelastic T • R cross section ain only
comprises approximately 1/8 to 1/4 of the total cross section (see Table 1 Table 2 . The results given in Table 2 To assess the influence of the elastic cross sections, we calculate the NO height profiles for high solar activity for the three different cross-sections approaches described before. We find that the NO peak density increases by 29% in comparison with the standard case for the simplest case of the hard sphere approximation. For the intermediate case, the increase is 92% and 136% for the energy dependent relaxation cross section. It is likely that the latter case is more justified as the existence of an elastic cross section energy dependence for N-N2 collisions is based on physical arguments developed before. The consideration of the energy dependence of the N-O2 relaxation cross sections, not presently available, will improve the model, but it is clear that it will not significantly modify the values of the calculated NO increase, but it will remain between 92% and 136%.
We also investigate the sensitivity of the model to the value of the XUV and soft X ray solar fluxes. As by a scaling factor of 100, and in interval 11-17 •, the measured value was increased by a factor 75. The NO density profiles for the standard case and for the case with hot N(4S) contribution are presented in Figure 6 .
For the standard case, the NO peak density is about 1.5 x 10 s cm -3, and for the hot N case, the NO peak density about 4.0 x 10 s cm -3.
Summary
The production and steady state density of thermospheric nitric oxide have been reexamined after revision and updates of the photochemical and hot N kinetic models. The soft X ray solar flux has been extended down to 11 •. In addition to the direct increase, Auger 
